ABOUT US

The British Language Training Centre, is a well-established language institute offering courses in both the English and Dutch languages as well as being a Cambridge CELTA teacher training centre. The BLTC language courses attract over 2000 students per year, studying in over 30 programmes, with native-speaker teachers. BLTC is also an authorised examination centre for Cambridge English and IELTS.

CONTENT

The CLIL (Content and Language Integrated Learning) programme provides teachers with training and practice in using CLIL methods. The programme offers teachers insights and skills-training in how their teaching methods can practically be adapted and developed for their bilingual classroom. The CLIL programme covers the following areas:

- task-based lesson planning
- integrating the 4 language skills into a subject area
- subject-centred vocabulary
- classroom teaching methods and classroom language
- teacher and student perceptions of learning in TTO- student levels of English
- selecting and adapting materials /finding resources on selected content areas
- teaching CLIL activities
- feedback and correction techniques
- content and language assessment
- structuring CLIL best-practice - strategies for the future

In addition to the programme, participants are given the opportunity to take the Cambridge English Teaching Knowledge Test (TKT). This test provides an analysis of the skills required for CLIL teaching.

PROGRAMME FORMAT

The CLIL programme is on request in schools and organisations. Prior to the programme, participants will be asked to complete a short English language assessment test - the minimum language level required for the programme is B2.

TIME AND LOCATION

The CLIL courses can be extensive or intensive or integrated with language based lessons. These courses can be taken at any time throughout the year at BLTC or in house. Price on request.

REGISTRATION

If you would like more information please send us an e-mail bltc@bltc.nl ref. CLIL

ADDITIONAL BLTC PRODUCTS

Besides Teacher-Training, the BLTC offers a wide range of other programmes and courses:

- CELTA (Certificate in English Language Teaching to Adults)
- Cambridge English · CAE, FCE, CPE and IELTS exam preparation courses
- General English courses at all levels
- BEC Cambridge Business English- BEC Vantage and BEC Higher
- In company tailored courses
- Personalised programmes
- Academic English for universities and educational organisations
- Examination centre for IELTS & Cambridge examinations